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Abstract

Asimulation before test method for fault diagnosis and classification towards sensor fault in linear time invariant state feed back
system is presented in this paper. The novelty of the approach lies in associating with each state feedback gain factor a scalar ,
which is defined as the sensor healthiness factor. This scalar is made to vary from 1 (no fault condition) to 0 (full fault condition)
in predetermined steps. The intermediate values of portray the deterioration modes of the sensor. The Integral Square Error
(ISE) criterion is employed for extracting the signature of the fault and the classification is done using Artificial Neural Network
(ANN) classifier. The proposed diagnosis approach is applied to a dc motor system to validate the effectiveness of the
technique.program inspections, static & dynamic analysis and V&V techniques
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I. INTRODUCTION

Fault detection techniques are mostly based on
construction of a model of the system (Isermann et al., 1997).A
secondwayistoconstructanobservercapableofestimatingthe
trends some internal variables of the process (Patton et al.,
1997). Alternatively, an estimate of some process parameters
can be carried out (Hofling et al., 1994). Whichever method is
used, the estimated values must be compared with the actual
onesinordertoobtaininformationonthestateofthesystem,and
eventually detect the occurrence of a fault (Rizzo et al., 2002).
Recent work on fault detection tends to deal with the intrinsic
nonlinear nature of systems, introducing nonlinear tools for
modeling and fault detection, especially those based on soft
computing, which allows both expert knowledge stored in the
input-output data (Fortuna et al., 2001) to be exploited. Neural
networks are generally used to build nonlinear models or
nonlinearobservers, thussubstituting their linearcorrespondent
in previous approaches. Significant work has been carried out
recently by adopting this strategy (Polycarpou et al., June 1995,
Borairietal.,July1996,Alessandrietal.,June1997,Vemurietal.,
April1998,Demetriouetal.,Nov1998andMakietal.,Nov1997,
Marcuetal.,Oct1997,Naucketal.,1997).Thegeneralstructure
of the fault diagnosis system is shown in the Fig.1. (Toscano et
al., 2003).There are basically two levels system level or level 0,
whose role is mainly to generate control law in order to ensure
correctperformanceoftheclosedloopsystemandasupervision
level or level 1, whose role is decision making from the
information generated by level 0. The level 1 consists of an
Observation function, , a Classification function, and a decision
making function, . The role of the observation function is to
generate,fromthemeasuresprovidedbythelevel0,asignature,

x allowing us to characterize the possible faults, which might
occurontheequipment.Thesignature x generated by the
observation function is thenapplied to theclassification function,
which will allow the recognition of operating modes of the
process.

Thedecisionmakingfunction, allowsustoactonthelevel
0 in accordance with the operating modes recognized by the
classificationfunction.Itcouldbeparametric(K)adaptationofthe
control law to preserve the performance of the supervised
system or modification of the system operating point in order to
meet theproductionobjectivesoranemergencystopprocedure
if the operating point is hazardous to human
operator/equipment.

Fig.1.. General fault diagnosis system

II. PROPOSED DIAGNOSIS APPROACH

Consider the LTI Single Input Single Output (SISO)
systemdescribedby

(1)



factor can vary in any steps from 1 to 0. A value of 1 for this
factor means that the particular sensor is healthy and that it
is transduting the actual quantity of the measurand. A
value of zero means that the sensor has worn out
completely and is not giving any output at all. Intermediate
values portray the deterioration modes of the sensor.

The control law can now be written in the expanded
form as

(7)

Or

(8)

Where is the vector of the healthiness
factors of all the sensors of the system. Now the closed
loop equations of the system are given as:

(9)

III. DESIGNING THE NEURAL NETWORK

Designing the neural network shown in Fig.2
involved choosing the fol lowing parameters:
Number of inputs, number of output, number of hidden
layers, and number of nodes/layers (Pradhan et al., 2005).
In our neural network design, specifications of the above
parameters were as follows:

i) Inputs = 2

The number of inputs we fed into the system
simultaneously, which was 2 for this design, these
samples defined a particular pattern and was the basis of
training neural network so that it could deliver desired
results.

ii) Outputs = 2

The number of the output node was just 'two'
because the only output needed was and .These two1 2

output conditions could be managed with two nodes.

nxn nx1
Where A R and is the system matrix, B R is the input

1xn
matrix and C R is the output matrix. The state vector X(t)
or simply X is an n vector; u(t) is the control effort and y(t) is
the system output. If the pair (A, B) is controllable i.e., if the
following condition is met,

(2)

Then state feedback control for arbitrary pole
placement is possible. Assuming that all the state
variables are available for feedback, the control effort is
given by

(3)

Where

(4)

Here e(t) is r(t)-y(t), where r(t) is the reference input and
y(t) is the output; K the state feedback gain factor given by

(5)

where K s are the feedback gain factors. The matrixi

K can be designed either from the closed loop response
specifications or optimally by LQR approach (Franklin et
al., 2002). The first portion of the control law (3) basically
means that each state of the system say X is multipliedi

with the element K of K and summed up (i from 1 to n for ni

states) and fed back. This portion of the control law
characterizes the transient performance of the closed loop
system and the integral portion ensures that there is no
offset in the steady state response in tracking r(t). The
control law is given explicitly as

(6)

Since only sensors provide the state of the system
and that these states are feedback with a gain of K, to
analyze the faulty and deterioration modes of the sensor,
we associate a scalar for each element of the feedback
matrix (which in turn means that to each sensor we
associate this scalar, as the performance indicative
factor). That is, for diagnosing the quality of the sensor Si

(say a tachogenerator) that is giving X (say speed, a statei

of the system), we associate the scalar with thei

corresponding state feedback gain factor, K. In otheri

words, we have fixed as the performance index for S. Thisi i

scalar is known as the Sensor healthiness factor. This
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iii) Hidden layer =1

Hidden Layer Nodes=8

The above two values were chosen on a hit and trial
basis depending on the certain performance criteria, that 
is goal=1e-10. “Goal” here stands healthiness factor of the
sensors. One reason to choose the BP technique was the
ability to change the values of its weight in response to
error.

? Training data input set & corresponding
output set

? Input hidden layer output

? Finds error Output(target)-output(actual)

The network passed the derivative of the error back
to the hidden layer, using an original weighted connection.
Each hidden node then calculated the weighted sum of the
back propagated errors to find its contribution to the known
output errors. After each output layer and hidden node
found the contribution, the node adjusted its weight to
reduce the error.

Fig.2. Designing the neural network

IV. EXTRACTION OF FAULT SIGNATURES

The schematic for estimating the fault residue is
shown in the Fig.3.The fault residue extraction process
assumes that all the states are available for the feedback.
Unit step is used as the input excitation. Now the sensor
healthiness factor of any one sensor (or more in case we
are interested in multiple fault analysis) is varied in
predetermined steps between 1 thro 0 and ISE of the error
(X X ) where X is the state dynamics of the system withoutf

fault and X is the state dynamics with fault is computed asf

the fault signature. Similar signatures for different sensors
(individually or in combined fashion) are obtained and
stored in a database for training the ANN Classifier. To
simulate the actual working condition in this model based
fault diagnosis approach, the system and control
parameters are kept at their nominal values. By this, we

.

. .

.

enrich the database with a number of patterns conforming
to a specific system operating condition thereby
simplifying the classification process substantially.

Fig.3. Extraction of fault signature

V. RESULTS ON A DC MOTOR SYSTEM

For a dc motor system with permanent magnet, the 
system descriptive equations (Katshiko Ogata, 2003) are:

(10)

Where

X (t) is theArmature Current inAmps.1

2
X (t) is the rotor speed in rad/sec .2

R is the armature resistance in Ohmsa

L is theArmature inductance in Henriesa

2
J is the moment of inertia of the load in Kg.m

f is the viscous friction coefficient in Nm/rad/sec.

K is the back emf constant in V/rad/sec.b

K is the Torque constant.T

K is the Power interface gain.P

For system parameters: R = 1, L = 0.095H, J = 0.02105a a
2

Kg.m , f = 0.01 Nm/rad/sec, K = 0.02V/rad/sec, K = 0.1, Kb T P

= 20, the system equations are given by

(11)
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The system open loop poles are located at 10.4248
and 0.5756. The open loop system is stable but heavily
over damped. The state feedback control is designed to
give a closed loop response of 5% peak overshoot and
0.1sec peak time to unit step forcing function. These
specifications give locations for closed loop poles at
30.9j31.4159 and third non-dominant closed loop pole is 
placed at 200. The control effort u (t) is given by

(12)

VI. CASE STUDY

Now let us make one case study wherein the current
sensor has deteriorated and is giving only 50% of the
actual current ( = 0.5 and = 1). Now the state feedback1 2

matrix is

(13)

Now ISE of (X-X ) give the signature for this faultf

condition (Table I).The waveforms for X, X , X-X , for 50%f f

fault in sensor are shown in Fig.4.Similar signatures are
extracted for both the sensor (current as well as speed)
under fault mode. The database will be as shown in the
Table II. In the Table II, we have shown that the
healthiness factor of the current sensor varies from 0.5 to
0.95 of its optimum value and for each value of , the other1

sensor varied from 0.5 to 1with system and control
parameters kept at their nominal values. It is quite evident
that the error reduces as the quality (depicted by the
healthiness factor ) of transduction of a sensor improves.
All the signatures stored in the database are used for
training the ANN whose effectiveness in classifying
unknown pattern belonging to an appropriate class is well
known and can be found through pattern classifier below.

Table  1.  Integral Square Error for [0.5 1]
fault condition

Fig. 4. a System states - current and speed - vs Time

Fig. 4. B Error dynamics for current

Fig. 4. C Error dynamics for Speed
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Table  2. Integral Square Error (ISE)
for other fault condition
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VII. PATTERN CLASSIFIER

Since the test pattern for the DC motor system has 
two controlling inputs that is ANN has 2 neurons in the
input layer and 2 neurons in the output layer. The 2
neurons in the output layer can classify all types of faults 
and will be sufficient for classifying total of 111 different
faults. The number of neurons in the hidden single layer is
8. So theANN structure boils down to 2:8:2.The pattern for
a specific fault is generated by testing the system at all test
conditions under permissible tolerances for other types of
faults. TheANN is adaptively trained to update the weights
and the bias by gradient descent method by the mean
square error performance. The classifier structure for the
circuit and the training pattern for 100 epochs are shown in
the Fig.5. and Fig.6. respectively. For few randomly
generated test patterns for the system, classifier results
are shown in the Table III. The results agree well within the
corresponding fault ID (Nauck et al., 1997).

Fig. 5. Classifier for test circuit

Fig. 6. Training pattern

Table  3. Few Results of Pattern classifier
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VIII. CONCLUSION

A novel Simulation before Test approach towards
sensor fault diagnosis in full state feedback system is
proposed in this paper. Associating a sensor healthiness
factor with each element of the feedback gain matrix and
varying them from 1 thro 0, deteriorating modes of the
sensors are analyzed. The performance criterion Integral
Square Error (ISE) is used for fault signature extraction
andANN is employed for fault classification. The proposed
approach for single sensor fault is illustrated through a dc
motor system example with encouraging results.
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